
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

September 4, 2019 
 
 
Via Email (Sherita.Kennedy@fcc.gov) 
 
Federal Communications Commission 
Disability Rights Office 
445 12th Street, SW 
Washington, DC  20554 
Attention: Ms. Sherita Kennedy, Telecommunications Accessibility Specialist 
 

RE: Notice of Informal Complaint 
 Darlene Ewan, Complainant 
 Station KITV(DT), Honolulu, HI  
 Facility ID No. 64548 

FCC Complaint Ticket No. 3440532 
 
Dear Ms. Kennedy: 
 

This firm represents KITV, Inc. (“KITV ”), the licensee of television station KITV(DT), 
Honolulu, Hawaii, Facility ID No. 64548 (the “Station”).  This letter responds to the above-
referenced Notice of Informal Complaint (the “Complaint”) filed by Ms. Darlene Ewan (the 
“Complainant”).  The Complaint contains no specific allegations, but provides links to four 
video clips.  By e-mail dated August 7, 2019, the FCC supplied an additional video clip provided 
as part of the Complaint.  

 
KITV takes its captioning obligations seriously and is committed to providing deaf and 

hard of hearing viewers on the Hawaiian Islands with accessible programming.  Consistent with 
the Commission’s rules, KITV uses the enhanced Electronic Newsroom Technique (“ENT”) 
procedures for closed captioning of its news programming.1  In particular, in the ordinary course 
of business, in-studio produced news, sports, weather, and entertainment programming included 
in those newscasts is scripted.  Weather information explaining the visual information on the 
screen and conveying the forecast is scripted, although the scripts do not always precisely track 
the words used on air by weather anchors.  Pre-produced programming included in the newscasts 
is scripted to the extent technically feasible.  Live interviews, live on-the scene, or breaking news 

                                                 
1 47 C.F.R. § 79.1(e)(11)(i). 
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segments that are not scripted are supplemented with crawls, textual information or graphics to 
the extent technically feasible.  The Station provides training to news staff on scripting for 
improving ENT and has an ENT Coordinator accountable for compliance.   

 
KITV has reviewed the clips provided with the Complaint and compared them to 

recordings of the programming retained at the Station.  The Complainant appears to have 
recorded a single newscast that aired on June 26, 2019 and submitted selected programming clips 
in no particular order (Clips 1-4).   A longer recording of the June 26 newscast is available at 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jiku4qoks2mxqs4/AAA3E_6NqWRrKokxNNoogWIQa?dl=0&pre
view=FCC+6-26+Edited.mp4.  The time indicated in the parenthetical after each summary below 
indicates the place in the longer recording where the Complainant’s selected clips appear.  An 
analysis of each of the Complainant’s selected clips follows.  The first four clips are discussed 
below in the order they were listed in the Complaint.  The fifth clip that was provided separately  
by e-mail was from a 10:00 p.m. newscast on August 6, 2019.  This segment is discussed last. 

 
Clip 1 
Clip 1 is a portion of a weather segment that aired during the June 26 morning newscast.  As 
noted above, information that explains the visual information on the screen and conveys the 
weather forecast is scripted, although the scripts do not always precisely track the words used on 
air.  As anchors discuss weather events, they may expand or reduce details as developing 
situations and/or timing permit.  As seen in the recording of the segment provided in the link 
below, captions were supplied for the segment and the weather reporter made such adjustments 
during this segment: 
 
KITV Recording:  
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jiku4qoks2mxqs4/AAA3E_6NqWRrKokxNNoogWIQa?dl=0&pre
view=FCC+6-26+Edited.mp4 (0:01 into the clip). 
 
Clip 2 
Clip 2 is a portion of a pre-recorded business news segment that aired during the June 26 
morning newscast about competition between Target and Amazon.   The same segment is 
discussed in Clip 4, below.  As seen in the recording of the segment provided in the link below, 
the segment included closed captioning; however, some of the captions appeared prior to the 
corresponding visuals on the screen.      
 
KITV Recording: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jiku4qoks2mxqs4/AAA3E_6NqWRrKokxNNoogWIQa?dl=0&pre
view=FCC+6-26+Edited.mp4 (approximately 3:42 into the clip) 
 
Clip 3 
Clip 3 is a portion of a report on robocalling that aired during the June 26 morning newscast.  As 
seen in the recording of the segment provided in the link below, captions were supplied for the 
segment, and the captioning appears to have been functioning normally.  The flawed rendering of 
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the captioning that is visible in the clip supplied by the Complainant may have been the result of 
a malfunction in the viewer’s television’s captioning decoder.   
 
KITV Recording: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jiku4qoks2mxqs4/AAA3E_6NqWRrKokxNNoogWIQa?dl=0&pre
view=FCC+6-26+Edited.mp4 (2:00 into the clip) 
 
Clip 4 
Clip 4 is a portion of the same business news segment referenced above in the description of Clip 
2.  The segment consisted of pre-produced programming that was scripted and captioned to the 
extent technically feasible. 
 
KITV recording:  
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jiku4qoks2mxqs4/AAA3E_6NqWRrKokxNNoogWIQa?dl=0&pre
view=FCC+6-26+Edited.mp4 (2:40 into the clip) 
 
Clip 5 
Clip 5 is a portion of the August 6, 2019 evening newscast.  As seen in the recording of the 
segment provided in the link below, captions were supplied and the captioning appears to have 
been functioning normally.  The lack of caption rendering in the clip supplied by the 
Complainant may have been the result of a malfunction in the viewer’s television’s captioning 
decoder.   
    
KITV Recording: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jiku4qoks2mxqs4/AAA3E_6NqWRrKokxNNoogWIQa?dl=0&pre
view=08-06-1978771-79971+edited.mp4 (0:01 in the clip). 
 

KITV is committed to serving all viewers in the Hawaiian Islands and takes pride in its 
newscasts.  As demonstrated by the information above, captioning was provided for all 
programming referenced in the clips supplied with the Complaint consistent with the enhanced 
ENT procedures.  In addition, KITV has continued to provide training and instructions to all 
Island News staff regarding the enhanced ENT procedures.  KITV will continue to follow the 
enhanced ENT procedures for its newscasts in its efforts to serve its deaf and hard of hearing 
viewers.     
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Should you have any additional questions regarding this matter, please contact me 
directly. 

 
Sincerely,  
 
___/s/___________________ 
 

Nancy A. Ory 
Counsel to KITV, Inc. 
 

 
cc: Ms. Darlene Ewan, via email (canthecant@gmail.com) 
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